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Self-similar cosmological expansion of collisional gas
Leonid Chuzhoy and Adi Nusser




We derive similarity solutions for the expansion of negative initial density perturbations
δM/M ∝ r−s (s > 0) in an Einstein-de Sitter universe filled with collisional baryonic
gas and collisionless matter. The solutions are obtained for planar, cylindrical, and
spherical perturbations. For steep perturbations, central cavities surrounded by over-
dense shells expanding as t2(s+1)/(3s) develop in both matter components. Under the
certain conditions the shells become gravitationally unstable and can fragment into
bound objects. The collisional shell can fragment independently of the collisionless
shell, so that bound structures with high baryonic fraction might form.
Key words: cosmology: theory – gravitation – dark matter –baryons– intergalactic
medium
1 INTRODUCTION
Gravitational collapse of matter in initially over-dense re-
gions leads to the formation of dense bound objects in the
universe. Star formation is ecient in these objects and so
we expect them to harbor most of the luminous matter in
the universe. In the linear regime, gravitational instability
simply amplies the density fluctuations by a universal time
dependent factor. Thus, an initially under-dense region re-
mains under-dense and cannot lead to the formation of dense
structures. In the nonlinear regime, however, the evolution
of under-dense regions depends strongly on the prole of
its density perturbation. In an isolated under-dense region,
the density remains below the background if the prole is
shallow. If the prole is steep then expanding inner shells
can catch up with shells farther out causing the appear-
ance of caustics in the collisionless matter component and
shocks in the baryonic gas (e.g., Fillmore & Goldreich 1984,
Bertschinger 1985). Caustics and shocks are very dense and
can fragment under their self-gravity to form bound struc-
tures.
In a generic density eld, a large scale under- or over-
dense region contains small scale substructure of density
fluctuations. In a large scale over-density, substructures
merge under the large scale gravitational eld and become
part of a large object typically of the mass of the large
scale region. Dynamics of under-dense regions can be more
complex, depending on the details of the large scale density
prole. Over-densities develop into virialized bound objects
which are easily identied in observations and N-body sim-
ulations, by means of the friends-of-friends algorithm for
example. The fate of under-dense regions however is less
certain and strongly depends on the initial conditions. Be-
cause of the complexity in studying the dynamics of matter
in under-dense regions, analytic solutions for special sym-
metric negative perturbations are particularly important.
Most authors focused on symmetric initial perturbation of
the form M=M / r−s. In a matter dominated flat uni-
verse the gravitational evolution of this prole leads to self-
similarity, which considerably simplies the problem. An-
other simplifying assumption, that often made for evolution
of under-dense system, is that of spherical symmetry. To
see the physical motivation for this assumption consider an
ellipsoidal top-hat perturbation. Since the perturbing force
(acceleration for negative and deceleration for positive per-
turbation) is stronger along the minor axis, the asymmetry
of a void will decrease. Ryden (1994) has investigated the
evolution of under-dense collisionless axisymmetric systems
with the initial perturbation of the form M=M / r−sf()
and found that the emerging void is nearly spherical. Fill-
more & Goldreich (1984) have found similarity solutions for
spherical perturbations in collisionless matter with s < 3,
while Bertschinger(1985) obtained solutions for s = 3 (un-
compensated hole) for both gas and the collisionless mat-
ter. However, under certain conditions, the system becomes
unstable and spherical symmetry might be destroyed. Sev-
eral authors have developed dierent approximations to de-
termine the conditions for instability and to evaluate the
sizes of the formed objects (Bertschinger 1983; Vishniac
1983; Hwang,Vishniac and Shapiro 1989; White and Os-
triker 1990). In the special case of a compensated void (i.e.
void surrounded by an over-dense shell whose mass is equal
to the mass decit in the void), the dense shell typically frag-
ments into large massive clumps (White and Ostriker 1990).
In this paper we investigate the self-similar evolution of for
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all values of s. Our main focus is spherically symmetric per-
turbations, but, in order to see how the evolution depends
on geometry, we also present the main features of planar and
cylindrical perturbations.
The paper is outlined as follows. In x2 we write the equa-
tions of motion and transform them into the appropriate
self-similar form. In x3 we derive the asymptotic behavior of
the equations for various values of s, and the specic heat,
γ. In x4 the qualitative features of the numerical solution
are described. The conditions for stability of the solutions
against non-radial perturbation are calculated in x5. Cool-
ing eects are discussed in x6. In x7 we present the summary
of our results.
2 THE EQUATIONS
We write the Newtonian equations of motion governing the
adiabatic evolution of symmetric perturbations in a colli-
sional fluid (gas) of adiabatic index γ. We assume that the
expansion scale factor of the universe is a(t) / t2=3, the Hub-
ble function is H(t) = 2=(3t), the total background density
is c = 3H
2=(8G) = 1=(6Gt2), and the ration of the mean
collisional baryonic density to the critical density c is de-
noted by Ωb. Although self-similar evolution exists for any
Ωb  1, in this paper restrict the analysis to either Ωb = 1,
or Ωb  1.
Denote by r and   dr=dt the physical position
and velocity of a gas shell, where r = 0 is the symmetry
center of the perturbation. Further, let (r; t) and p(r; t)
be the gas density and pressure at r. We write the mass
within a distance r from the symmetry center as m(r; t) =∫ r
0
xn−1(x; t)dx, where n = 1; 2, and 3 refer, respectively,
to planar, cylindrical, and spherical perturbations. The mass
within a xed shell varies with time like m  t−2(3−n)=3, be-
cause of the Hubble expansion along 3 − n of the axes. In




























In equation (2), mx stands for total (collisional and col-
lisionless) mass.
There are several similar techniques, which we do not
describe here in detail, for calculating the collisionless mass
prole (Bertschinger 1985; Fillmore & Goldreich 1984). The
main idea is that, since the motion is self-similar, knowing
the orbit of single particle one can calculate the mass prole
and vice versa. Given the initial guess for mass prole, after
iterative calculation of mass prole and orbit one arrives to
the self-similar solution.
The initial conditions leading to self-similar expansion













p(r; ti) = 0 ; (7)
where s > 0 and M=M is the mean density contrast in-
terior to r The Einstein-De Sitter Universe and the initial
conditions are completely scale-free. The only characteristic
length in the evolution of the perturbation is the scale of
non-linearity r(t). For self-similar collapse of positive per-
turbations the turn-around radius is usually used as the scale
of non-linearity. For a negative perturbation, r can be de-
ned at any time as the radius interior to which the mean
density contrast has a certain xed value. This means that
r / t ;  = 2s
3(s + 1)
: (8)
This is also the way the turnaround radius in positive pertur-
bation depends on time. The choice of proportionally factor
in (8) is arbitrary. Here it is chosen such that a particle with
initial radius ri reach r at (6M=M)−3=2ti, where the fac-
tor of 6 is arbitrary. For this choice of r the mean density
contrast interior to r is approximately −0:09 in all symme-
tries.
A consequence of self-similarity is that the partial dier-
ential equations of motion can be transformed into ordinary
dierential equations. This is done by working with   r=r





(r; t) = ΩbcD() (10)












Expressed in terms of these variables, the equations (1-
4) become, respectively,




V + V 0 − 2n
3
)
D = 0 ; (13)




















(V − ) = 2 (− 2 + γ) ; (15)
self-similar expansion 3
M 0 = 3n−1D ; (16)
where the prime symbol denotes derivatives with respect to
.
Self-similarity implies that the shock appears (if it does)
at xed  = s = rs=r, so the physical radius of the shock
rs / t and its non-dimensional speed is (r=t)−1(drs=dt) =
s. At the surface of the shock the fluid variables satisfy
the jump conditions obtained from mass, momentum, and



























where the superscripts of the minus and plus signs refer to
pre- and post-shock quantities and 0 is the velocity rela-
tively to the shock position.
In terms of the non-dimensional fluid variables we ob-
tain
V + = s +
γ − 1
γ + 1








D−(V − − s)2 : (23)
Outside the shock, at  > s, the pressure vanishes and the
pre-shock fluid variables can be found by solving the equa-
tions (13-16) with zero pressure. Analytic solutions for zero
pressure exist for planar and spherical geometries, but not
for cylindrical (Zel’dovich 1970, Peebles 1980, Bertschinger
1985).
2.1 The existence of shocks and the value of s
Lower and upper limits on s exist for a shocked expansion of
an isolated negative cosmological perturbation. A necessary
condition for the formation of a shock is that the perturba-
tion is steep enough so that inner shells expand faster than
outer shells. An inspection of the equations of motion shows




, that is s > 2
for spherical, s > 1:54 for cylindrical, and s > 1 for planar
symmetry. This lower limit disappears if an external energy
source is placed at the center of the perturbation.
An upper limit on s also exists. To see this, consider
the case of a spherical perturbation. If the perturbation is
negative, the total energy of a particle is positive and so
the energy inside the shock must increase as it sweeps more
particles. On the other hand, self-similarity implies that the
total energy within s varies with time as t
5−4 which is a
decreasing function of time for  < 4=5, i.e., s < 5. To sat-
isfy both conditions the energy within s must be negative.
The only way to construct such system is by placing a bound
object (i.e., negative energy) at the center. However, since
there is no way to make this object grow with time, the evo-
lution of the perturbation never becomes self-similar. The
limiting case of s ! 5, which corresponds to a shock in a
homogeneous medium (compensated void), was investigated
by Bertschinger (1983). The corresponding upper limits for
cylindrical and planar perturbations are s  3:6 and s = 2,
respectively.
2.2 Boundary conditions
Solving the self-similar equations (13{16) requires boundary
conditions on the fluid variables. We will see in the next sec-
tion that shocked expansion is associated with a dense shell
whose outer boundary is the shock. Outside the shock the
pressure is zero and the equations can be solved by standard
numerical techniques. The jump conditions (21{23) provide
post-shock fluid variables. Given the post-shock fluid vari-
ables, the equations (13{16) can be integrated inward to
obtain the fluid variables inside the shock.
So far it seems that one can introduce the shock at any
arbitrary radius. However, inward integration of the equa-
tions from an assumed shock position always end at a sin-
gular point, 0, where at least one of the fluid variables
becomes innite. Since there is no natural way of eliminat-
ing this singularity, this must be the inner boundary of the
baryonic shell, Mgas(0) = 0. If the total energy of the sys-
tem is to be conserved, the pressure at the inner boundary
of the system must be zero, P (0) = 0, otherwise, energy
will continuously be injected into the system. It turns out
that there is at most one value of s, for which the solution
satises P (0) = 0. Smaller values of s give positive mass
and pressure at 0, while larger values give zero mass and
positive pressure.
3 ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR NEAR THE
INNER BOUNDARY OF THE SHELL
3.1 Baryonic matter
To obtain an asymptotic behavior for the collisional matter
we expand the fluid variables near 0, as
M() = M0(− 0)
D() = D0(− 0)
P () = P0(− 0)
V () = 0 + V0(− 0)
By substituting these expressions in the equations of
motion we nd that for  = 1 in all cases(cf. Ostriker &
McKee 1988), while ,  and  depend on s and γ. The
asymptotic exponents of the fluid variables in the mixed and
purely collisional matter are the same. This diers from the
collapse case where the collisional component can change
the asymptotic exponents of the collisional fluid variables
near the center (Chuzhoy & Nusser 2000). Table 1 lists the
asymptotic exponents for following three cases:
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I. Expansion without a shock, 0 = 0: As we have men-
tioned in the previous section, there are no solutions with a




with P (0) = 0. The expansion
then develops without a shock and the pressure vanishes
everywhere. Substituting the asymptotic form for the fluid
variable with 0 = 0, in the equation of motion yields the
asymptotic exponents in this case as listed in Table 1. Near
 = 0, the mass vanishes and the velocity grows linearly as
V0, where V0 is independent of s.
II. Shocked expansion with P (0) = 0: This occurs if




, i.e., if s > 2 for spherical, s > 1:54
for cylindrical and s > 1. For these values of s the exponent
 as given in table 1 is always negative and so the density
diverges at 0.
III. Shocked expansion with P (0) > 0: This occurs when
energy can be injected from the center of the perturbation
(e.g., SN energy injection) allowing P (0) = const > 0 at
the inner shell boundary. The asymptotic behavior for this
case is also listed in the table.
3.2 Collisionless matter
After going through rst shell-crossing, a collisionless parti-
cle starts its converging oscillatory motion around some x
inside the dense shell (Fillmore & Goldreich 1984). At each
turnaround point there is a caustic peak, where the density
diverges. To obtain the asymptotic solution at the caustic
we again expand the variables around the peak location
M() = M0(− 0)
D() = D0(− 0)
P () = 0
V () = 0 + V0(− 0) :
Substituting into the continuity, Euler and mass equations,
we obtain  = 1=2,  = −1=2,  = 1=2 and V 20 = 2(1 −
)0. Negative and positive V0 correspond to the incoming
and out-coming streams at the caustic. Note that, unlike the
collisional case, the asymptotic exponents depend neither on
symmetry nor value of s.
4 NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS
In order to obtain the detailed structure of the baryonic shell
we numerically integrate the self-similar equations of motion
(1-4). The location of the shock, s, is sought by demanding
vanishing pressure at the inner boundary of the baryonic
shell. Integrating the equations inwards from arbitrary s
always leads to a singular point, where the derivatives of
the fluid variables diverge. If the assumed s is larger than
the desired value, then at this point pressure is positive and
mass is zero, while if it is smaller then the mass is also pos-
itive. Thus it is possible to nd s iteratively starting from
the initial guess and varying it in accordance with the re-
sults of the integration. We will show numerical results for
only two cases Ωb = 0 and Ωb  1. To nd the solution for
Table 1. Asymptotic constants, V0; ;  collisional fluid variables
in a flat universe with no collisionless matter.
0 = 0 0 > 0 0 > 0
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Ωb  1 we need the mass prole for the purely colission-
less collapse. This is found using the method of Fillmore&
Goldreich(1984) and Bertschinger(1985).
Figures 1-2 show the shock location and thickness as a
function of s. Figure 3 shows the fluid variables as a function
of  for several values of s. All the plots were made for a
spherical expansion with γ = 5=3. All the numerical solu-
tions we found conform near the inner boundary of the shell
to the results of asymptotic analysis. The location of the
shock (g. 1) depends strongly on s but nearly independent
of both of γ and Ωb. The reason for this weak dependence
on γ is that the thermal energy is small to the kinetic and
gravitational energies. The thermal energy and hence the
width of the shell increase with s (g. 2), from zero to a few
per cent of the void radius. The baryonic shell lies inside the
collisionless shell. Because the collisionless particles are not
slowed down as they enter the shell, the collisionless shell is
typically several times wider than the baryonic shell.
5 FRAGMENTATION
5.1 Baryonic matter
A gas cloud with temperature T and density  can collapse
under the action of gravity if its mass is above the Jeans
limit  T 3=2−1=2 (e.g. Low & Lynden-Bell 1976). Near the
inner boundary of the dense shell the temperature drops to
zero and, unless sγ < 4=3 + (n − 2), the density becomes
innite. Under these conditions, fragmentation is possible.
To check this we consider a thin disk on the inner surface
of the shell, and estimate its energy. In order that the disk
could form a bound structure its total energy must be neg-
ative (e.g., Bertschinger 1983). This condition, however, is
still insucient to ensure that the disk actually collapses or
even stops expanding. In the equilibrium state of any bound
system the potential energy must be greater than the total
self-similar expansion 5












Figure 1. The shock location s as a function of s. The dotted
and the dashed line correspond, respectively to Ωb = 1 and Ωb 
1.















Figure 2. Shell width =s as a function of s. The solid and



















Figure 3. The fluid variables (density, velocity, pressure and ther-
mal energy) for the case of spherical symmetry and γ = 5=3. The
solid and dotted lines correspond to Ωb = 1 with s = 3 and s = 4
respectively , dashed and dash-dotted lines correspond to Ωb  1
with s = 3 and s = 4.
energy by some factor greater than unity. So we write the
condition for the collapse of disk as
Eg + Cf (Ek + Et) < 0 ; (24)
where Cf > 1. Let the disk be of radius l = rL and height
h = rH . Since the density is highest near the inner bound-
ary, we will only consider a thin (H  L) disk positioned
at 0. The velocity gradients along the center of symmetry
can be shown to be negligible, so the kinetic energy of the
disk is Ek =
∫ ∫
(r)v2(l)ldldr, where v(l) is the shear ve-
locity. In planar symmetry this term is Hubble expansion,
v(l) = 2l=(3t), while in spherical symmetry it is the expan-
sion of the dense shell, v(l) = l=t. In the cylindrical case
there is a contribution from both terms and v depends on
the direction of motion as well as on l. To actually com-
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pute the total kinetic energy of the disk we take the average













where Cn = 4=9, (2=9 + 
2=2), and 2 for n = 1; 2, and
3, respectively. The mass of the disk is md  l24r2s m0 where
m = MΩbcr
3
=3 is the mass of the shell, inside the radius
r0 + h.
The expressions for the thermal, Et, and gravitational,
































For large values of L the kinetic energy term, Ek / L4,
would be dominant, while for small L the thermal energy,
Et / L2, is the only signicant term. Thus the disk can
be unstable only for intermediate values of L, where the
gravitational term, Eg / L3, is dominant. From eq. (24) we
can factor an equation of second degree in L, whose roots
determine the limits of instability for a given thickness of










The asymptotic solution implies that the term on the
l.h.s. grows as H3(+1) and the right as H+2 and thus in
the limit H ! 0 the inequality is satised if  < − 1
2
. For
γ = 5=3,  is always less than − 1
2
for planar symmetry, al-
ways greater than − 1
2
for spherical symmetry and less than
− 1
2
if s > 10=3 for cylindrical symmetry. Accordingly, for
planar symmetry and for s > 10=3 for cylindrical symmetry
it is always possible to nd disk satisfying (24). For  > − 1
2
,
it is also possible to satisfy (28) by taking suciently large
H . It should be remembered, however, that thin disk ap-
proximation requires H  L and that for large H the ra-
dial velocity becomes important. The numerical computa-
tion shows that if Cf > 3=2 then both for the spherical
symmetry and for s < 10=3 for cylindrical symmetry (28)
is never satised. In fact even the requirement of negative
total energy (Cf = 1) is satised only when Ωb  1, and
s > 3:5 and s > 2 for spherical and for cylindrical symme-
try, respectively. It should be kept in mind, that the fact that
the shell might be unable to form bound structures does not
imply that our solution is necessary stable. Since the phys-
ical density of the shell falls as t−2, it is possible that the
perturbation growth rate would be just enough to slow the
expansion at some points on the shell, thus breaking the
shell into several clumps.
The analysis above is valid for fragmentation into ob-
jects whose size is small relative to the radius of the shell.
Lets consider an arbitrary perturbation over a scale com-
parable to the radius of the the shell. To rst order, this
perturbation introduces a dipole force eld that decreases
like r−3, while the unperturbed force eld due to initial
mass decit falls as r1−s. This implies that for s > 4 the
perturbation dominates the evolution at large radii causing
instabilities on all scales. For asymmetric dipole perturba-
tions the mass within the radius of non-linearity grows like
s = 4 - m / t0:75 (see also Vishniac 1990).
5.2 Collisionless matter
We now address the stability condition of the collision-
less shell. The kinetic and gravitational energy terms are
the same as in the baryonic case. There are two stream
flows near 0 (cf, section 3.2), the the \thermal" result-
















D(V − )2d (29)
Near the inner boundary both the left and the right term
grow as H3=2 and thus the fact whether the last inequality
is satised depends on the choice of Cf . However, using just
the lower constraint Cf > 1, we found that for small H it
is never satised in the case of spherical symmetry.For large
H the energy analyses should give similar results for pure
collisional and pure collisionless models. Thus we expect the
bound structures to form only in planar model and for s >
3 in cylindrical model.
6 COOLING EFFECTS
Gas in the hot dense shell can cool. In general, cooling in-
troduces a physical scale and thus breaks the self-similar
evolution. However, if the cooling time is much shorter than
the dynamical time of the system there might be another
type of self-similar solutions. In this case the gas would be
compressed into innitesimally thin shell to which the in-
coming particles transfer their momenta, while their \would
be" thermal energy is immediately radiated away (\snow-
plow"). The radius of the thin shell, rs, is determined by
















where fg = r
−n[mbΩb+2mc(1−Ωb)], vs is the shell velocity,
mb is the baryonic mass in the thin shell, and mc is the
mass of collisionless matter interior to the baryonic shell at




− 2 + 9(1− )− 3n(3− 2)− 27DV (V − )
M2−n
; (31)
where Fg = 
−n[MbΩb + 2Mc(1−Ωb)]. The range of scales
and redshifts for which the evolution is described by either
adiabatic or snow-plow expansion can be determined as fol-



























Figure 4. Non-dimensional shock temperature as a function of s
(eq. 32). The solid and the dashed line correspond, respectively,
to Ωb = 1 and Ωb  1.
for non-ionized gas and about half of that for ionized gas.
The value of Ps=Ds
2
s depends strongly on s (g. 4) and
the geometry, but typically it is of order 10−3 − 10−2. For
spherical symmetry it can be approximated by (s − 2)=103
and so
T  2(s− 2)105r210(1 + z)(s−2)=sK : (33)
At temperatures lower than  104K there is no eective
cooling mechanism, so for a given redshift there is a lower
limit on the size of the void for which cooling is eec-
tive. High redshift shocks are suciently energetic to col-
lisionally ionize the swept up material. At high redshifts in-
verse Compton cooling is dominant. The inverse Compton
cooling time is tcool = 1:6  1012(1 + z)−4Yr (Bertschinger
1983) is shorter than the Hubble time for redshifts > 7. At
low redshifts collisional excitation is the dominant process
with tcool  p=(n2)  1012r210(1+z)−3Ps=(c2sΩbD2s )Yr,
where  = c  10−22erg  cm3  s−1. For spherical symmetry





unless the abundance of metals is large (c  1), for shells
whose present radius is larger than  40pΩb the cooling
time is greater than the Hubble time.
7 SUMMARY
Negative perturbations can be responsible for the formation
of bound overdense objects. We have shown that positive
and negative perturbations of the form M=M / r−s with
large s, produce comparable masses of dense and hot matter
that can cool and become available for star formation (g.
5).
For planar and cylindrical perturbations with s > 1 and
s > 2, respectively, both collisionless (dark) and baryonic
shells can fragment into bound structures (x5.2). It is likely





















Figure 5. Ratio of mass in over-dense region - negative vs posi-
tive perturbation.
that fragmentation in one shell triggers fragmentation in
the other, so we expect no segregation between baryons and
collisionless matter. For spherical and cylindrical perturba-
tions with s < 3:5 and s < 2, respectively, the collisionless
shell is stable. However, the baryonic shell can fragment af-
ter it loses enough energy through cooling (x6). In this case
galaxy-size bound structures with high baryonic fraction can
form.
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